
From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Sunday, April 27, 2008 5:37 PM PT 

To: Jackie Downs 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; Mossad; United States Justice Department; Thabo Mvuyelwa 

Mbeki - President of South Africa; President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: DOUBT -RE: reply 

 
Dear Jackie, 

 

I take you at “face value” and will believe until such time as your respond or fail to 

respond and/or respond with a non-response response that you are both good and 

intelligent; bearing in mind, competency breeds integrity but the corollary is not 

necessarily true; moreover, competency does not guarantee integrity but it sure is 
a good start to stay smart from the start by not letting yourself, once you become 

conscious and can make the choice between right and wrong, to ever choose wrong 

and guarantee the start of short-circuits between the neurons in your brain that for 

good reason take their time “making connections” and after a while as again logic 

would dictate, it becomes impossible over time for the liar “to” [sic] busy keeping 
track of their lies from day one to locate; the space between the ears, again for 

good reason hidden from all sight, inevitably becoming a perfect vacuum, like a 

vacuum tube or deep space from where no sound can travel, the light bulb effect 

created by the short-circuits however, very telling to those of us smart-sensitive 

enough to remain intelligent from day one; and then of course there is God-Light-
Knowledge having a grand old time watching it all unfold. 

 

You may have heard of my mother Zena Ash Gevisser who was the first to tell me, 

“Who do you want to be in business with, an honest fool or clever crook!!” 

 

Neither have you spoken with my cousin about me and have smartly decided to do 
your own “due diligence”? 

 

Have you checked out www.EmanANDdog.com which in compliance with Quantum 

Mechanics, reads MOC.godDNAname.www? 

 
BTW, QM which Einstein helped pioneer, what goes forward must work in reverse, 

also helps me explain how very close Einstein was with his “Mind of God” equation, 

E=mc² which reads, “2 c mE” in reverse, in completing his lifelong quest to come 

up with a 

 
Unified Theory 

For the inner workings  

Of the universe 

 

And may not have seen such an “obvious” connection because of his “failure” to 
embrace QM because it lacked the “certainty” of Special-General Relativity that has 

been proven for more than a century now, one direct experiment after the next. 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/jdowns-disclose.pdf
http://www.emananddog.com/


Not to mention that of course there is no risk of “losing you” by going on to suggest 

that E=mc² also explains quite vividly the “Hand of God” much like a “dimmer 

switch” as the speed of light [c] beginning with the first words we hear from God/G-
d, “Let there be light” converts all mass [m] into E [Energy] just as we expect 

things to evolve. 

 

My math wizard French-Canadian most beautiful wife now says, “Lets keep it that 

way!” after I told her what bothers most of the crooked at the highest levels of the 
socio-economic De Beers-Anglo American Cartel dark pyramid, those that are smart 

that is, is that I am both credible and smart. 

 

Enough for me to also now prove what bothers all those in command and control of 

the capital and financial markets, gold last trading at US$88.80 is what caused Joe 

Carroll, a senior oil analyst for Bloomberg News, to “shut down” 

 
 well before lunchtime on Friday. Click HERE to see all our back and forth. 

 
We are currently at our Stone Home deep in the most magnificent so very quiet 

Cleveland National Forest and will most likely spend the night here before heading 

back tomorrow morning to the coast; now about to leave for a sunset walk.  

 

Sleep well. 

 
Gary 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/risk%20assessment.htm
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/jcarroll-oilimports.pdf


Ps – It is possible that by the time you rise tomorrow, and I assume you are in 

Johannesburg, South Africa, President George W. Bush would have done more than 

simply suspend the trading of shares in public corporations and decided before 
faced with a coup-de-tete by U.S. generals outraged by the prospects of reporting 

to any of those currently vying for President of the United States who increasingly 

has only the nuclear option remaining to keep each and every tyrant in power in 

the overwhelming majority of the 190 countries, to simply and immediately shut 

down all US military bases on the 130 countries and to leave it to the citizens of 
those countries to decide how best to clean up the extraordinary pollution which of 

course is all part of the strategy of having “muscle on the ground” to support CIA 

operatives increasingly exposed given each of their silence on the US Government’s 

pivotal role in the Diamond Invention, a subject matter you understand already 

perfectly well, I happen to an expert in, if not the preeminent authority currently 

living, besides for Mark Gevisser’s father, of course. 
 

Ps I – For your and my safety and those we both care about I am not only copying 

Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad’s headquarters in Washington DC but 

others very closely aligned throughout the world that Steven Spielberg in his 2005 

epic movie MUNIch “touched on”, and whose modern day loyalty to the Jewish 
people can be traced to the French Resistance whose membership included mostly 

Roman Catholics with strong ties to the Masons, a very good organization like all 

the major religions that has been used and abused by the ruling elite with the 

world’s totally corrupt clergy who are all just gun-power mad, but not all that 

smart, certainly they haven’t outsmarted me who I daresay has already achieved 
“critical mass” and I am not yet dead, have both sets of eyes, despite Adam L. 

Tucker dreaming the night before last which he says kept him up all night that I 

lost my one eye; bearing in mind he was probably just so disgusted throwing up 

thinking of the IT with his left or right eye, not sure what our Superior Being with 

his hand on the “dimmer switch” continues to screw with, having sex with the so 

bowlegged Cow. 
 

The more we know about each other the less likely we are to go to war with one 

another; bearing in mind, the DAAC with direct access to all the world’s intelligence 

services know everything there is to know about everyone; the Mossad, however, 

the least infiltrated given the measures Ben Gurion began instituting immediately 
following the debacle of Operation Suzannah in the summer of 1954 when an Israeli 

senior military officer in charge of the entire covert operation “turned”, most likely 

before the operation began, which of course should have you thinking about the 

possibility that your boss, Mark Gevisser, is one of the “good guys”, having led a 

“double life” all his adult life in order to expose people like Thabo Mbeki, but I doubt 
it very much; in fact you have my word that Mark Gevisser is rotten to the core, no 

different to his father. 

 

[Word count 1124] 
 
_____________________________ 
From: Jackie Downs 
Sent: Sunday, April 27, 2008 2:03 PM 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/rand-regime.htm
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/mdg-dawn-left.htm
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/jdowns-disclose.pdf


To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: reply 

 

Hi Gary 

  

Just had a look at all these emails very  quickly as it is late. Am very interested and also had a 

quick look at 3ants.com 

But am tired so can't think of anything decent to reply. 

  

I will respond after a proper read. 

 

--  

Jackie Downs 

083 554 4636 

jackiedowns@gmail.com  

 

http://3ants.com/
mailto:jackiedowns@gmail.com

